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IHM IA
The AI and HCI communities have often been 
characterised as having opposing views of 
how humans and computers should interact
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Définitions



Définition? 
• Théories et outils pour réaliser des machines capable 

de simuler l’intelligence 
• Traitement automatique de l'information 

Au sens large 
• Logiciel, e.g. système de recommendations 
• Matériel (robotique),e.g. robot chirurgicaux

Intelligence Artificielle



Interaction Homme-Machine 
• La science qui étudie les phénomènes liés à la boucle 

action/perception entre un ou plusieurs utilisateurs et 
un ou plusieurs systèmes interactifs 

• Domaine qui vise à concevoir, réaliser et évaluer les 
systèmes interactifs

IHM

Boucle 
Action - Perception

www.AFIHM.org
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Systèmes intelligents
Problématique 

• Divergence réelle ou perçues entre les fonctionnalités 
du systèmes et son interprétation sociale 

• Confusion, absence de confiance, abandon de la 
technologie 

Le cas d’IBM Watson 
• Système de recommendation  

pour trouver un meilleur traitement pour le cancer 
• Beaucoup d’efforts … faible adoption

Harper R. 2019  The role of HCI in the Age of AI. IJHCS
Baumer E. 2017  Towards human-centred algorithm design. Big Data & Society.
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p2. Impact sur les emplois 
 en 2025 - 2030 

Q1. Experts réticents  
à utiliser l’IA

p3. Ca fait un peu peur, 
Il y a des fantasmes



Systèmes intelligents
Possible explication? 

• L’histoire se répète… 
• Équipes (d’experts) en IA  

conçoivent l’interaction (pour d’autres experts) 

Solution? 
• IA centrée sur l’humain 

(Human - Centred AI) 
• Conception Centrée Utilisateur  

Systèmes 
• Éthiques, compréhensibles,  

utiles et utilisables
Xu W. 2019  
Toward Human-Centered AI: A perspective from Human-Computer Interaction. Interactions.
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system [70], the system should be transparent to show 
What and Inputs explanations and show its classiਭcation 
certainty. Once the user detects erroneous reasoning in 
the system, scrutability features can be contrasted to allow 
for model debugging and correction (by a technical expert). 

4.4.6 Summary. We have described how we can use various 
XAI components of our framework and identify pathways 
to support good reasoning behaviors in users. ौis seeks to 
mitigate cognitive biases that may arise due to heuristic 
reasoning.  

4.5� Summary of Framework 
Our framework describes how people reason rationally 
(Section 4.1) and heuristically but subject to cognitive 
biases (4.3), how XAI facilities do support speciਭc rational 
reasoning processes (4.2), and can be designed to target 
decision errors (4.4). ौe framework identiਭes pathways 
between human reasoning and XAI facilities that can help 
organize explanations and identify gaps to develop new 
explanations given an unmet reasoning need. XAI 
application developers can use our framework as follows: 
First, consider the user's reasoning goals (4.1) and biases 
(4.3) for their respective apps. ौis can be informed through 
literature review, ethnography, participatory design [27], 

etc. Next, identify which explanations help reasoning goals 
(4.2) or reduce cognitive biases (4.4) using pathways in the 
framework (Figure 2 red arrows). Finally, integrate these 
XAI facilities to create explainable UIs. Furthermore, XAI 
researchers can extend our framework by 1) examining 
new XAI facilities (4.2) to understand how they were 
inspired by, dependent on, or built from reasoning theories 
(4.1) and 2) identifying common biases and reasoning errors 
(4.3) related to reasoning theories (4.1) and then identifying 
appropriate mitigation strategies (4.2) to select speciਭc XAI 
facilities. For example, Informal Logic [99] could be 
integrated into reasoning theories (4.1) and informal 
fallacies [35] into reasoning errors (4.3). 

5� APPLICATION: EXPLAINING MEDICAL 
DIAGNOSIS 

We have developed our framework using a theory-driven 
approach and we next apply it by implementing an 
explainable AI-based early decision aid to diagnose patients 
in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU). Given the critical 
importance of ensuring correct medical diagnostic 
decisions, it is paramount for AI-based clinical decision 
support tools to explain themselves. ौus, the medical 

Table 1. Heuristic biases that lead to decision (diagnostic) errors and strategies for mitigating them as reported in [64]. We 
consider how XAI can provide facilities to aid in these strategies. 

Heuristic 
Bias Description 

Strategies to overcome 
systematic errors [64] XAI Strategies for Medical Decisions 

Represent-
ativeness 

Judging likelihood of an event 
'A' belonging to a condition 
due to similarities between the 
two, but not judging whether A 
belongs to some other process 
that could be more similar. 

Compare disease with 
prototypes of the condition; 
be suspicious when there is no 
good match. 

- Identify prototypes of patient instances for
each diagnosis
- Show similarity between current patient and
prototype(s) via similarity distance.
- Highlight similarity and contrast differences
in terms of data feature value or attributions.

Availability Bias in perceiving that 
memorable, unusual or adverse 
events are more likely 
(frequent) than they truly are. 

Seek base rate of a diagnosis. - Show prior probability (equivalent to SHAP
bias) of diagnoses (in dataset).

Anchoring Skewed perception of a value 
due to a supplied numerical 
value (anchor). 

Avoid confirmation and early 
closure; make use of lab tests 
to “prove” other leading 
diagnoses.  
“Crystal ball” exercise 
("premortem" prospective 
hindsight [51]). 

- Show input attributions for multiple
outcomes to allow contrastive reasoning.
- Facilitate counterfactual to test How To
reduce the probability of primary diagnosis
with Rules (e.g., aLIME, LORE).
- Facilitate sensitivity analysis with What If
explanations to test stability of primary
hypothesis.

Confirmation Collecting redundant 
information to confirm an 
existing hypothesis, instead of 
finding evidence of competing 
possibilities. 

- Use hypothetical-deductive
method to assess value and role
of contemplated tests.
- Try to disprove your
diagnosis, consider conditions
of higher prevalence.

- Show Findings (input attribution) first,
instead of Hypotheses (output posterior
probability). Insight: this is opposite to typical
Machine Learning apps to show output
uncertainty first.
- Show prior probability (equivalent to SHAP
bias) of diagnoses (in dataset).

CHI 2019 Paper CHI 2019, May 4–9, 2019, Glasgow, Scotland, UK

Paper 601 Page 9
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Le cas de la robotique chirurgicale



Laparoscopie



Robot DaVinci
“Merveille" technologique 

• Ultra précis 
• Confortable 

Inconvénients 
• Cher 
• Bénéfices cliniques? 

Analyse du système 
• Sur le terrain 
• Observations, 

interviews, etc.



14Un chirurgien autonome mais seul…
Conscience limitée de ce qui se passe autour
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17

S6
Vous avez vu ca? C’est vraiment 
dangereux. Si j’avais déplacé la 

caméra, ca aurait déplacé le bras 
et potentiellement et ca aurait 

pu heurter quelque chose à 
l'intérieur

Un chirurgien autonome mais seul…
Conscience limitée de ce qui se passe autour



18De l’assistant du chirurgien à l’assistant du robot
Les assistant font moins de gestes chirurgicaux

Surgeon

Assistants
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Surgeon

Assistant

De l’assistant du chirurgien à l’assistant du robot
Les assistant font moins de gestes chirurgicaux



l’IHM pour l’IA:  
le cas de la robotique chirurgical

De vrais avantages 
• Confort du chirurgien 

Avantages pour les patients 
• À prouver… 

Mais aussi des inconvénients (plus difficile à percevoir) 
• Un chirurgien isolé 
• Transformation du role des assistants 
• Transfert de compétences plus difficile 

Recommendations : 
• Aller plus que loin que simplement la précision d’un système 
• Penser à tous les acteurs 
• Conception centrée utilisateurs 
• Observations, interviews, questionnaires, étude sur le terrain, etc.
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Conception d’interfaces
Aujourd’hui 

• Conception manuelle 
• S’appuie sur l’expérience 
• Cher et long 

Problématique 
• Milliard de possibilités 
• Quelle est l’interface optimale? 

Défi 
• Génération automatique  

d’interface



Conception d’interfaces
Clavier particulier 

• PDA + Stylet



Optimisation interactive
Nouveau clavier AZERTY



Quelle est la clé
Pour générer automatiquement des interfaces? 

• clavier, menus, page web, etc. 

Modèle de performance 
• Loi du comportement & Machine Learning

Modèle de 
performance

Utilisateurs, 
Tâches, 
Interface, 
Environment, 
etc.

Performance 
(temps, erreurs)
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Conclusion
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Conclusion

Utiliser



Concevoir

Conclusion

UtiliserImaginer

Que pourraient être nos dispositifs demain?



Telephone Intelligent

28



L’humain augmenté

Y. Hu, S. Leigh, P. Maes  (ACM CHI’17)  
Hand Development Kit: Soft Robotic Fingers as Prosthetic Augmentation of the Hand









Quadcopter

P. Abtahi, B. Landry, J. Yang, M. Pavone, S. Follmer, J. Landay (ACM CHI’19)  
Beyond The Force: Using Quadcopters to Appropriate Objects and the 
Environment for Haptics in Virtual Reality



Concevoir

Conclusion

UtiliserImaginer
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IHM IA

Conception centrée humain

Imaginer, concevoir, utiliser

http://www.gillesbailly.fr

